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Conference addresses student fees
Leisa Wayne
Staff Writer

A video conference with members of all four Student Fees Task
Forces in the University of Missouri
system was held Friday, October 20th
with UMR's Task Force the best represented of the four campuses. Members
present were Diana AI~ Chemistry undergraduate student; Keith Blackford,
Student Council President; Brian Harris, V.P. External for Student Council;
Anita Chancey, Mathematics graduate
student; Virginia Ryle, staff appointment from the office of the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs; and Dr.
Don Askeland, professor in Mining
and Metallurgy. Chancellor Kiesler
(UMC) chaired the conference.
The agenda covered the under-; graduate fees proposal, a consideration

cae holds stud~nt workshop
Amy Jones
starr Writer

The International Students
Workshop, a first at the University of
Missouri-Rolla campus, arrived this
week. The Career Opportunities
Center (COC) will host the second of
rwo workshops Thursday, October 26,
from 12:30-1 :20 p.m. in room 204 of
McNutt Hall. The first was held
Tuesday, October 24, in also McNutt
Hall.
"We want to offer opportunities
not only to engineers, but also to
liberal ans students, international
students and alumni," Marcia Ridley
of the cae said. "We want to let
everyone know that we are here,
offering services to everyone."
Vice Chancell or Wendell
Ogrosky will welcome panicipants at

the Thursday workshop, as he did
Tuesday participants, and Lou Moss
will discuss visas and visa Slatus as
well as practical training. Door prizes
will be awarded at the workshop.
The Tuesday workshop focused
on resume writing and cover lelters,
with particular attention paid to what
American employers seek in a wellconstructed resume.
The Thursday workshop will
focus on interviewing and interview
skips as well as the resources and
services that the cae provides.
A similar function inspired the
International Students Workshop.
Last May, the COC sponsored a
seminar with the same focus targeting
alumni where, Ridley said, "the
majority who attended were international students and really seemed to
appreciate the help that we could give
them." In an attempt to extend that
help, the COC developed the International Students Workshop to target the
international students at UMR.

of differential tuition among the campuses, unhooking conceptually graduate tuition and fees from the undergraduate tuition,. how to price out pro. fessional education, writing the repo~
and scheduling of a face-to-face meeting sometime in early November to
write the report.
All four locations responded favorably to the recommendation favoring an increase to the student tuition
fee only to the level of the Higher
Education Price Index (HEPI) which
corresponds to the Consumer Price Index. This is a consideration of the $11 0
per credit hour of tuition paid by students. It is not a consideration of the
smaller, incidental fees such as computing and health.
The representative from the
UMSL campus made the point that the
needs of the student popUlations for the
various campuses need to be served.
She argued a base tuition is equal to all.
There was also considerable discussion toward a need for delineating

between the professional schools and
graduate programs. Representative
Chancey made the point that some professional schools seem more subsidized than some of the graduate programs. The question asked was
whether professional schools should
be priced differently than other programs.
In answer to this, it was suggested
the Task Force address the issue of
societal needs versus state needs. To
cut loose the professional schools and
the graduate programs would have a
tremendous impact on those areas .
Members were urged to study the figures in the fiscal year-book, Full Cost
of Academic Divisions. Colleges and
Schools Fiscal Year 1995-96, Office
and Planning and Budget, There
should be a copy of this book in the
library, orcontactone of the TaskForce
members if you have questions of yo ur
own.

See Student fees, page 10

Ralph Nader to give presentation at UMR
Andy Tate
Staff Writer

Ralph Nader, a consumer advocate, will be in Rolla on Monday,
November 6 to give an address on the
topic of Rules, Regulations, and Responsibility. The lecture will be at
8:00 p.m. in the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building, located on the corner of Highway 63 and 10th Street.
This event is being sponsored by the
UMR Center for Economic Education, in conjunction with the Leaders
for the 21 st Century Lecture Series
and the Harry W.L. Porth Distinguished Lecture Series at UMR .
Tickets are required in order to attend
this event. but the tickets are free and
open to the public. The tickets are
now available at the UMR ticket window in the University Center-West

every Monday through Friday from
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
According to Time magazine,
Nader is one of the 100 most influential
Americans of the 20th Century. He has

fight corruption in American industries. In fac~ he has organized a Clearinghouse for Professional Responsibility to encourage employees of large
organizations to feel free to report any

form of corruption to them and they
will go oppose it. This "Clearinghouse" also protects those people
(who Nader calls "whistle blowers")
that come forward to report the corruption from being persecuted by fellow employees and employers. Nader
has also written several books on consumer education, poliution, labor,
and political and corporate topics.
Some of these books include The Frugal Shopper, Winning the Insurance
Game, Why Women Pay More and
Getting the Best From Your Doctor.
In his book Unsafe at Any Speed, he
spoke out against the automobile industry in the 1960s and let the public
know how unsafe some automobiles
were. Because of this book, the auto
industry was forced to have stricter
regulations and started to make vehicles that were safer.
Nader has also started many
other citizen groups including; the

See Nader, page 10

All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all changes to the afore mentioned office.

Wedne~day
12:00 pm : UMR Booher C lub meeting, G&D Steakhouse
5:00 pm: UMR Miner $pecer, University of Misso uri -S I. Louis, 5 p.m.,
UMR Soccer Complex i
6:00 pm: Wes ley Foundation
Breakaway, Wesley House

,
6:30 pm: Phelps County Sheriff Department Benefit Concert fe at urin g
"Mike Bishop and Sweet 'n' Sassy"
along with "Country T Ime," Leach
Theatre, Castleman

,
7: 00 pm: AGC Meeting, 114 CE
7: 00 pm: AlChE Meeting, 104 ME

"
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7:30 pm: UMR Lady MIner soccer,
Universi ty of Missouri -SI. Louis,
UMR Soccer Complex
7:30 pm : In Celebration of Native
Americans, Native American dan cers,
Centennial
8:00 pm : Kappa Kappa P~i Meeting,
215 ME
8: 00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma Meeting,
216 ME
9:00 pm:' Newman Centrr Mass,
Newman Center

Chern ical Training School Endanger
Our Env ironme nt?" First United
Methodist Church, 803 Main SI.
7 :00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega Meeting,
114
CE
7:00 pm: College I:/emocrats Meeting, 2 16 M cNutt
7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fellows hip Meeting, Meramac
7:30 pm: SI. Pat s Committee Meeting, 107C ME Annex
7:30 pm: SUB Concert: H oliday
Ranch, Centennial
8:00 pm : Independents Social, Location TB A

12:00 pm : Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Bible Study, Walnut
12:30 pm : UMR Civil Engineering
Senior Seminar, 114 CE
12:30 pm:
Internation al Students
Workshop on resume writing, interviewing, and COC resources & services, 204 McNutt
12:30 pm: Newman Center Scripture
Study, Newman Center
2:30 pm: StuCo Lawyer, Walnut
6:00 pm : Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting, Mark Twain

7:00 pm: UMR Family Series presents the Movement Theatre, Leach
Theatre, Cas tleman
7:00 pm : UMR Faculty Peace Research Group and Roll a Peace Issues
Group semin ar: "Will the Army 's

8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Mee ting, 204
McNutt

Monday
12:00 pm: Toas tmasters Internation al
meeting, Missouri
4:30 pm: UMR Chemistry seminar,
"Colloid Phenomena in FragrancelF1avor Formulation and Perception," G-3
Schrenk
5:30 pm: Gamma Beta Sigma Meeting, Mark Twain

-- 6:00 pm : Independents Governors
-1:3-0-p-m-:-U-MR-- G-e-o-lo-;g-y-an-d-G-e-o-- Meetin g, Silver & Gold
phys ics seminar, "Volcanic Processes
and Massive Sulphide ;Formation, "
265 McNutt Hall
6:00 pm: UMR Psychology Club and
Psi-Chi Honor Society sem in ar, "The
Field of Psychology," 10 1 HSS
7:00 pm : UMR Psychology Club and
Psi-Chi Honor Society semi nar, "Serving and Surviving as a Mental Health
Professional in the 1990s, " 10 1 HSS

7 :30 pm : UMR Geology and Geophys ics sem inar, "Metamorphosed
Ores, R egional Metamorphic Processes, and the Search for Massive
Sulphides," 204 McNutt

Tuesday
11:30 am: UMR Civil Engineering
Graduate seminar, " Design Considerations in Hydraulic Transients," 217
CE

7:00 pm : UMR Miner swimming,
intrasq uad meet, UMR Pool

5 :30 pm: Yoga Class, Mark Twain

7:00 pm: Show-Me Anime Meeting,
204 McNutt

5:30 pm : Trick-or-Treatescort service
starts, Black Culture House parking lot

8:00 pm: Halloween CostlllOe Party
sponsored by the Association for Black
Students, Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers and the National Society of Black Engineers, Mark Twain
8:00 pm: UMR Campus Performing
Arts Series presentS the Movement
Theatre, Leach Theatre, Castleman

7:00 pm: UMR Fall Film Series,
"Crumb," 104 ME

Next Wednesday
2:30 pm: StuCo Lawyer, Walnut
5:30 pm: Yoga Class, Mark Twain
6:00 pm: Wesley Foundation
Breakaway, Wesley House

9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Wolf, 104 ME
7:00 pm: ASCE Meeting, 114 CE

Saturday
1:30 pm: UMR Miner football, Southwest Baptist University, Jackling Field

8:00 pm : Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting,
215 ME
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma Meeting,
216 ME

7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Wolf, 104 ME
9:00 pm : SUB Movie: Wolf, 104 ME

6:30 pm : Intercolligiate Knights
Meeting, 204 McNu tt

6:00 pm: Wes ley Dinner and Chapel,
Wesley House

Friday

7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Wolf, 104 ME

Thursday

5:00 pm: Newman Center Student
Mass,St . Patrick s C hurch

Sunday
12:00 pm : UMR Miner soccer, Lewis
University, UMR Soecer Complex
2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association Classes, 105, 117 ME

9 :00 pm: Newman Center Mass,
Newman Center

Announcements/
Financial Aid
Now hiring student ambassadors to
ass is t the admissio ns office with the
recruitment of new students. Applications are available in 102 Parker Hall.

.,

A ll applications must be returned by
4:30 Friday, November 3, 1995 . For
more inform ation contact Julie Parker
102
Parke r
Hall , 34 1-4075.
BACHELOR AND MASTER STUDENTS : May purchase their attire at
the UMR Bookstore anytime after December 6. Bachelor and Master attire
does not need to be ordered in advance.
Price Bachelor $20.50 and Master
$ 42.75
plus
tax.
PHD STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
Please place your cap and gow n orders
by November 3 and the UMR Bookstore . ovember 3rd is the deadline for
rental orders. W e cannot guarantee
delivery of attire placed after this date
and a LATE FEE will be charged.
Your may pick up yo ur order after
D ecember 6 at the UMR Bookstore.
The UMR Bookstore will be open Saturday, December 16 from 10:00 am to
4:30 pm. All rentals may be returned
Saturday, December 16 at the Mul tiPurpose Building in the downstairs
hallway following graduatio n or must
be returned to the UMR Bookstore

Monday, December '18 by noon.
Has your experience at Rolla been
positive? Do you feel Rolla has lots to
offer students li ke yo u? Would the
presence of ~ther people f~om your
'hometown on our campus ~e lp you
mooch rides home now and then?
D oes the So uthwest Airlink phrase
"Frie nds Fly Free" mean any thi ng to
you?? If yo u answered yes to any of the
ques tions above, then you sho~ld consider visiting yo ur home town \lver the
Thanksgiving of Christmas break to
talk abou t the University of MissouriRolla! !!
A vi sit by a current Rolla ~ tudent
(that would be you!) to your high
schoo l math or science class he~ps the
Rolla Admissions office contipue to
recruit a well-qua lified, div er~e student body. We are offering shari, (very
short!) help sessions to give yow guid-

,

ance on how to make your J1isit a

positive ·-'ex perience.
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Seeing Green?

m Your
elp you
d then?
phrase
Ything to

Brian Gosnell
Staff Writer

~y ofthe

~Idcon.

In case yo u haven't noticed, the
campus has been gettin g a little
Greener lately. This is mainly because
everyone is wearing their 1996 SI. Pat's
sweatshirts. Don't be left out of the
celebration due to a lack of Green.
Stop by the Puck any school day and
pick up your piece of the 88-year tradition that puts Rolla on the map. Fridays are also "Green Daze," so show
yo ur support for St. Pat's by wearing
yo ur Green every Friday. This year's
sweatshirts look great and also keep off
that cold Rolla chilL
You might also be seeing a lot of
Green around campus Jately from all of
the activities in which the St. Pat's
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Committee has been participating. St.
Pat's supported our Miner Basketball
teams by participating in the UMR
Tipoff Midnight Madness celebration.
St. Pat's not only cheered on the Miners
and competed in all the events, but we
also walked away with the fust place
trophy for the competition. Good luck
to the Miner Basketball Teams ! The
SI. Pat's Committee has also been doing several events with the Student
Union Board. We helped with the
Belly concert this past weekend ,
tended bar at the mock tails comedy
night and participated in other campus
activ ities. The SI. Pat's Committee has
also been supporting IMPACT's alcohol awareness programs,
With so much Green around campus, how could you keep from getting
excited? Keep getting fired up and
wearing your Green because the Best
Ever SI. Pat's '96 is Only 141 DAZE
Away!

SUBCOlV scrous
Charles Janson

Don't miss Holiday Ranch in concert this Thursday at 7:30p ,m , in
Centennial HalL Since its inception
in 1991, Holiday Ranch has carv ed
out a unique musical identity by
maintaining a straightfoward ap proach to songwriting and performing. Their sound has been described
They don't get funding from any
as earthy pop-rock, but many songs
general operatin g budget or State
tota lly se lffund s, they' re
sustaini ng operation, And that ' s
why there' s fee s and fines. If you
don ' t have those, you don't have
parking. You don ' t have parking
lots . You don ' t have paved lots.
You don't have upkeep of those
J. Andrew Dare
lots. And I'm all ears - I ' ll take it .
Spanish Club
to the Parking Committee,
They're wanting sugges tion s too
on how to expand parking. "
When asked if there were any
The Spanish Club is alive and
plans for a parkin g garage,
well on the UMR campus! CelBleckman said that it had been
ebrating its first semester as a reclooked at \0 years ago, but said
ognized campus organization, the
that at the time, it was too cost
Club intends to promote Hispanic
res trictive and still is, He added ,
culture and language. These goals
"You might do th at in downtown
will be achieved by sponsori ng
St. Louis, where go in g vertical is
social activities and fostering felcheaper than going out. Th at's
lowship between Latino students
not the case here yet. Going out is
and non -Latino students at UMR .
cheaper and that 's what will
The innov ative activities will
happen before anything goes up."
include: a piano concert of Latino
I asked if Parkin g Lot
music pe rformed by Marcela
Operation s had looked into purJimenez Rca, a Mexican artist;
chasing land outright specifically
presentations on Hi spanic culture,
for parking and B leckman regiven by native experts; opportusponded, "It has only recently
nities for service in Hispanic councome up as a discussion. "
tries through national organizaBleckman went on to say,

Ask Me Anything ...
Gree tings and salutations my
loyal readers!
I know you've jus( been
chomping at the bit for another
installment of my tru ly wonderful
article, and lucky for you it's
here !!!!

If you remember, last week I
told yo u I was working on a twopart parking article, and I have the
other part right here, believe it or
not. So, on wi th the show .. ,
I went back over to the
Health Services Building to talk
to Bill Bleckman, Chief of the
UMR Police Department.
My
first task was to find an answer to
the question s that were left
un answered las t week (parking
permit increases and pl ans for
parking expansion),
I was given the prices of
permits for all lots for ' 92- ' 93 and
'93-'94, and, after some calculating , I found the average increase
to be about 7 .67 % for red, gold,
and silver lot permits,
Chief
Bleckman noted that there was no
price increase in ' 94 -'95, since
expenditures (lot repairs and
snow removal) were below budget
and revenues (fees and fines)
were up . When asked about any

future price increases, he noted
that any decision on permit price
increases would be at the discretion of the Parking Committee.
I asked Chief Bleckman if
there -were any p lans for future
parking lo t expansion , and he
cited a lack of affordable land
around the Universi ty.
He
commented th at in ' the past ,
parking lots have been put on land
purchased by the Univ ersity for
buildings or other structures, and
were parking lots until the Uni versity expanded . Whe n as ked if
the University could purchase
land specifically for parking,
Bleckman responded, "That 's an
outlay·the University can ' t pay for
out of funds. It has to be bought
for expansion of buildings and
som ething like that , and it can lay
dormant for a while until tho se
building£' are built and we'll
utilize it. But, that' s why we lose
lots all of the sudden. It 's because
that's University property designed for buildings and they'll
put a building on it - and then
we ' re [Parking Lot Operations J
scrambling around trying to find
another parking area. Parking Lot
Operations has to support itself.

rattle with grunge, funk, and folk
overtones.
Holiday Ranch ha s been described as a unique com bin ation of
popular music with rock and folk
flavorings blended together with intelligent and thoughtfu l lyrics. Hear
them for yourself this Tltursday,
Admission is free with a student 1.0.

Spanish Club is Here!

see Ask Me, page 13

tions such as Amigos; and educational films, produced in Spanish,
Another exciting facet of the Spanish Club is the Club de
Conversaci6n, or Conversation
Club. The purpose of this Club is to
join native speakers with nc·.. ice
speakers to make students more
comfortable and fluent using Spanis h conversationally.
The next meeting of tile budding Spanish Club will be v otober
30th at 5:30 pm in History-S oc.ial
Sciences Room 203. This meeting
will include a presentation on Dia
de Los Muertos, or literally, Day of
the Souls. This Mexican holiday
takes place on' November 2 as a
memorial to loved ones passed on,
If interested in the happenings
of the Spanish Club, please attend
this meeting or, if unable, E-mail
club president Laurel McKean at
lamckean@umr.edu for more 10formation, iBienvenidos!

,"

J. Andrew Dare

Kyle Raymond

Yoda?

Silent Bob
A slow pan up the superstructure, reveals the intricate detail of the
metal monstrosity. At the apex of the
low angle shot, we see the hero,
suspended by h,s feet, trying desperately to save the day. Armed only
with a special power, a "force," if yo u
will, the hero dramatically triumphs.
Sound like the next installment of the
Trilogy . Well no, it is actually the
triu mphant return of the screen 's
most beloved character, Silent Bob.
Yes, Silent Bob, that wacky, zany
guy from the black and white film
Clerks, accompanied by counterpart
Jay, return to tackle new terriiory: the
mall. Mall Rats, written and directed by Kevin Smith (Silent Bob),
brings to the screen a day in the life of
two college students in search of
love . OK, I know that sounds cheesy,
but just read a little further. The
mov ie , which star s Shannon
Daughtery (a.k.a. Brenda) focuses on
two friends, Bodey and RJ, both recen tl y removed from relationships.
In order to com fort and come to terms
with their loss, the guys head out for
some mindl ess gallivanting through
the mall" While traipsing through

the suburban fodderam a, our young
heroes, with the help of Stan Lee and a
Lee Press-on nipple, realize that love is
the answer. The restofthe film follows
the struggle to win the girl and save the
universe, or at least see the sailboat.

Now, fo r those of you that cannot
make it to St. Louis, you are in luck.
Kevin Smith's first film , Clerks, is
available on video cassette. The mo vie
focuses on a day in the life of two

. ,

-

..

convenience store clerks. Through
the day, Russell and Dante battle the
elements (customers) in search of
closing time. The story of the film
involves Dante and his inability to
commit to his current partner, which
encompass several moral dilemmas,
including one involving the second
Death Star. Eventually, it all works
OU4

because, hey, it's a movie.

As a recommendation to my
reading audience, and I know both of
you, it is not necessary to see Clerks
in order to enjoy Mall Rats, but it is
highly encouraged. Before you decide to embark on a journey to see a
movie shamelessly promoted on
MTV, spend the three bucks and rent
Clerks. Jfyou can't afford to rentthe
movie, just wait and catch the film
when it is to be shown here as part of
the UMR Fall Film Series.
And a final note: please stop
renting the letterbox version of Pulp
Fiction ; I have yet to see it at home
in this format. If you have any questions, comments, or dating proposals
e-mail me at skraymo@ umr.edu.
"Adventure. Excitement. A Jedi
craves no t these things."

... Pedro's Posada ...
Questioning Ignorance
was sittin g in Geology 223,
near sleep, when Dr. Oboh asked,
" Do yo u understand?" A fter a moment of silence, she retorted, "Okay,
let ' s try something new--if yo u do
understand , go like this (nods her
head) , and if you do not understand,
go like this (s hakes her head). Now ,
do yo u understa nd ?" The class
chuckled, but the re sult was the
same: poor Dr. Oboh received little
feedback despite valiant efforts.
" Only when I was in graduate
school did I realize that I had wasted
five years here at UMR! " recounted
another professor. " I had wasted all
that time beca use I would sit in
class, have no idea what the profes. sor was talking about, andj;lsl.sil! I
never asked questions be!,a)l'se I
didn't want to look ignorant; instead, I rem ained ignorant."

One of the most difficult tasks of
any professor is to gauge how much
material the students grasp. This is
made difficult because, quite simply, the students give no feedback.
If you look around your classes, all
yo u see are blank s tares . The students who understand everything
and are bored return a blank stare
and an occasional nod from s leep;

the students who understand nothing and ,are lost return a blank stare
and an occasion al nod from sleep .
Virtually all students give the same
amount of feedback-- zero. This
makes a disturbing trend for professors . Instead of telling the professor
during the semester what they do
well and what needs improving, the
students just bl as t the professor
away with th e end -of- se mester
evaluations! This late notice gives
the professor no time to, respond and
teach more effectively . Students
choose ignorance.
I, too, hav.e wasted much time in
Rolla. I have cheated myself for this
simpJe reason : I didn't want to look
ignorant. I sat in' classes and never
gave fe~dback, 'never asked questions, , and learned 'little .' I complained about poor professors but
said nothing . What foolishness!
During a recent Student Council
meeting, one student brought up this
qu es ti on during s tudent issues:
" Some of my constituents have com plained, saying the toilet paper in TJ
is too hard." As you may (or may
not) know, this issue is not covered

see Pedro, page 14
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Lelsa Wayne

It's That Time Again!

ce

It's that time again: pre-registration!!
Now what are you going to take this
coming semester? Have you picked up
your registration informati6n at Parker
Hall? How in the world do you use that
telephone registration add/drop feature? These questions and more are
going to be addressed in this week's
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article.
First, go get your registration packet
from the Admissions office at Parker.
You will want to browse through the
schedule 'of. classes just to get an idea
what is being offered this semester. In
keeping with the theme of these articles,
I am going to urge you to take some
course(s) "off the beaten track" for your
specific area of study. Enlarge your
world and you just might fmd some
rather interesting information out there.
For you engineers, I would like to
recommend some history classes that
cover areas with which you are involved;
but they look from a different perspective, perhaps. How about History of the
American City for you civil engineers?
Then we have the History of Science.
Now there is a class geared especially
for all you engineers and scientific
minds. For the more militaristic interests, the American Military Experience
is being offered. Finally, Religion and
Witchcraft in Early America is an
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evening class for those who just can't get
going too early in the day.
The point I really want to make is,
since you have a choice on electives,
why not enjoy the class and learn some
information that will perhaps stimulate
other interests for you. Sure, we all have
the required classes; we all haye to have
"x" number of hours in other fields.
Turn that requirement into the asset it
was originally meant to be; that is for you
to be a well-rounded, interesting, and
educated individual.
Let me do some more encouraging.
Schedule a meeting immediately with
your advisor. They can't help you if you
don't show up. Sign-up sheets are on all
the office doors by now, and advising
week is scheduled for October 23-27.
You are going to have to see him/ber
sooner or later anyway because they
have the PASSWORD.
Now the password is an exceedingly
important linle tool for your telephone
registration. Believe me, if you haven't
registered by telephone yet, you are in
for a treat. Take four Valium, mellow
out, and try to not yank the phone out of
the wall. Remember, you are communicating with amachine. It has no feelings,
only chips (on the shoulder?).
Before making that call, let me tell
you from experience. walk your way

mentally through the entire procedure,
noting the various numbers and symbols
you are going to be required to use.
Honestly, once you have all that down on
the worksheet provided in the schedule
bulletin, it is not so bad. Maybe you'll
just need an aspirin after you have it all
done.
Now you have: 1)Picked up your
registration information at Parker Hall,
2)Looked at the schedule of classes offered not only in your specific field but
others of interest, 3)Scheduled an appointment with your advisor and gotten
advisement and approval on your projected schedule, 4)Called the computer
and pre-registered, 5)Check your schedule at the time you and the computer are
communicating to be sure everything
has been completed properly. To do
this, punch "5" before you end communication. That way, you will know
whether the whole process has been for
naught. You could fmd out later that you
had really not done something properly
and you are messed up some way. Check
it out before you end your session!
That is all there is to it. NOT. Don't
forget to pay the bill when it arrives.
Payment has to be arranged by December 15 or you run the defmite risk of
having all your hard work zapped out by
one stroke of the computer key.

O.A.T. to Hold Embassy Ball
Ozark Actors
SOURCE

On Saturday, November 4, the
Ozark Actors Theatre will hold "A
Night at the Embassy Ball" from 8
PM to'midnight, at the Elks Lodge on
Highway 63 South in Rolla. The
Embassy Ball will feature live music
from the swing era performed by St.
Louis's premier dance band, Swing
Set. Special entertainment will be
provided by Steve Mote of Spatz and
the Geyer Street Sheiks, along with
vocalist Cindy Beger. A light buffet
of hors d'oeuvres and specialty foods
will be served, and a cash bar will be
available.
The Embassy Ball will be
O.A.T .'s large benefit event in the
1995 fall/winter fun-raising drive.

Tickets are $40 per person and may
be purchased by mailing a check to
OA.T. at P.O. Box K, Rolla, MO
64502, or in person at any of the
following locations: Boatmen's Bank
of Rolla, A Slice of Pie, Kent Jewelry, Blossom Basket, Rolla Bus
Center, Cardetti's Furniture in St.
James , and Franklin Street Food
Company in Cuba.
Each ticket purchased to the Embassy Ball will also serve as a raffle
entry for the Grand Prize Trip as well
as for numerous special prizes to be
given away throughout the evening,
including dinner for two at Zeno's, a
$50 savings bond, gourmet cheesecakes, a deluxe car wash, a Christmas tree, flowers , and a wine tasting
for ten at the home of Dr. & Mrs.
Richard Matthews.
For further information about "A
Night at the Embassy Ball", please
call the Ozark Actors Theatre at 3649523.
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Thanks to you , all sorts

P R INC I P L E S
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SOU N D RET IRE j\ \ EN TIN V EST IN G

of everyday products are
being made from the paper,
plastic, metal and glass that

MisSOuri·RoUa
Central MisSOu

you've been recycling .
But to keep recyclIng

Nortbeast MisSO
MissouriWes1e

working to help protect the

Pittsburg State
Emporia Slate

environment . you need to
buy those products.

Northwes1Miss
Missouri Soutbe

BUY RECYCLE!) .

Washburn """"
Southwest Bapl

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
, THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
AND SAVE:
So look for products made

;

T

I

oday t he r e see m s to b e a n investm e nt expert or
fin a nc ial adv isor a lm ost everywhe re y ou t urn .
B ut j ust how q ua li fie d are a ll these exp erts?
Peace of m ind a bou t yo ur fut ure comes fro m solid
p la nn ing . From invest me nts a nd services d esigned
a nd ma naged w it h y o u r needs a nd retirement security
specifically in m ind . T he kind of investments a nd
services T IAA-CREF has b een p roviding for more
t ha n 75 y ears,

annuity accounts . And we're nonpr ofit, so o ur expen se
charges are among t he lowest in t h e insura nce and
mutual fund industries ,· That mean s more of y our
money is w here it should be-working for you .
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private p ension
sy stem in the w orld, based on assets under ma nagem ent
- managing more t han $ 145 billion in assets for m ore
tha n one and a half million p eople throughout the nation .

!

WE'LL H ELP Y OU BUILD
A REWARDI N G RETIREMENT.

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

IIi

from recycled materials, and ill

~

buy them. It would mean the
world to all of us.
For a free brochure. write

IiI
I

O ur coun selors a r e trained retire m e n t professio na ls
w ho have on ly y ou a nd yo ur fut ure in mi nd , S o yo u 're
treated a s t he un iqu e p e rson yo u are, w it h spec ial
need s a nd con cerns a bout r eti,·em ent. An d t hat ma k es
for a n un de rs ta nding , comfortable r elatio nsh ip.
With TI AA-C R E F, yo u have p le nty of c hoice a nd
fl ex ib il ity in bui ld ing yo u r re tirem e nt nest egg- from
TlAA 's g ua ra nteed t rad itional a nnuity to t he
investm ent opportun it ies of C REF 's seve n va r iable

Buy RecycJed. Environmental

Defense Fund, 2;)1 Park Ave.
South. New York, NY 10010,
or call1-800-CALL-EDF

~

iiliIi

I
I
1081 E. 18TH ST.
1006 S. BISHOP
I
364-0905
364-3526
I
ANY NEW RELEASE FOR $1.00 WITH COUPON I
(NORMALLY $2.50)
I
LI MIT 1 VIDEO PER COUPO N
I
10 AM·I 0PM I

ADVENTURETIME VIDEO

M·THUR 8:30PM· lOPM

FRJ·SAT 9:30PM· MI D SU N

NON·NEW RELEAS ES $1 EVERY DAY

Missouri·RoUa "
Northeast MissOi

UMR WOmE

Missouri-Rolla"
Washington "'"''

Missouri,RoUa "
Northeast Missol

Men's Cro!
MIAA Char
Jopllr

It's to ugh to wad e t hrough all t he "adv ice " to find a
reliabl e p ens io n pla n pr ovider, But as a m ember of the
ed ucatio n a nd research commun ity, your best c ho ice is
s imple: T IAA-CREF. Becau se w h en it comes to help ing
yo u p r epare for reti reme nt, our a nnuities w ill ad'd up to
more t ha n spare c hange .
For more inform a tion about how TIAA-CREF can
help you p r epare for th e fut u re, call our Enrollment
Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.
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Sp or ts

Miner gridiron no w alone in MIAA cellar
Sports

Scores Several key mistakes led to a Parent's Day defeat by Ce'!i!~f!~:m!~
~h?S'!c!!

MIAA Football

Missouri-Rolla ........................ 19
Central Missouri _................... 50
Northeast Missouri State ........ 42
Missouri Western ................... 21
Pittsburg State ........................ 43
Emporia State ......................... 12

-

Northwest Missouri State ........ 41
Missouri Southern .................. 33
Washburn ............................... 37
Southwest Baptist ................... 20

MIAA Standing s, page 8

UMR Men's Soccer
Missour i-Rolla .......................... 1
Missouri Southern .................... 4

se

Missouri-Rolla .......................... 0
Northeast Missouri State .......... 5

UMR Women 's Soccer
en!

rion.

]e

m

Missouri- Rolla .......................... 1
Washington .............................. 0
Missouri-Rolla .......................... 0
Northeast Missouri ................... 1

Men's Cross Countr y
MIAA Champ ionship
Joplin, MO
1. Central Missouri ........:........ 20
2. Northeast Missouri State ..... 41
3. Pittsburgh State ................. 105
4. Emporia State .................... 114
5. Missouri-Rolla ................... 129
6. Missouri Southern ............. 157
7. Northwest Missouri ......... 157
8. Southwest Baptist ............. INC

Quick.est Miners (SK)
16. Bob Etien ...................... 26:05
25. Matt Hagen ................... 26:31
26. Ben Mulvaney ............... 26:32

Women's Cross Countr y
MIAA Champ ionship
Joplin, MO
1. Northwest Missouri ............. 45
2. Emporia State ...................... 71
3. Central Missouri ................. 87
4. Missouri Southern ............. 100
5. Pittsburgh State ................. 118
6. Northeast Missouri ............ 127
7. Lincoln University ............. 162
8. Missouri-Rolla ................... 201
9. Southwest Baptist .............. 257

Quickest Lady Miners (5K)
17. Jennifer Frazier ............ 18:41
38. Tracey Jones ................. 19:56
49. Sarena Jagtiani ............. 20:37

half.
UMR was then able to embark on a 12 play, 69 yard drive.
Starr Writer
This drive was capped by a 2
yard pass from McCormack to
In a battle between the two
sophomore 1ason Wagoner to
winless teams in the MIAA, the
make the score 24-13. The exCentral Missouri State Mules
tra point was missed.
stomped the Miners by a score of
In the second half, the
50-19 on Parent's Day at Jackling
Mules received the ball and
Field. The Mules improve to 2-5
went 75 yards on 9 plays, scoroverall(1-5 in the MIAA), while
ing on a 41 yard touchdown
the Miners fall to 0-7(0-6 in the
pass. On the Miner 's fIrst play
MIAA).
from scrimmage, McCormack
The Miners were without the
runs for a 2 1 yard gain, only to
services of starting quarterbac k
fumble the ball at the end of the
Jaso n Politte, who will miss next
play. Given the ball once again,
week as well with a knee injury . ...........1iI!II1IJII!I
the Mules scored yet another
Backup Joe Knapp was available
touchdown, this time to cap a 8
for emergency use only, due to a
o play, 55 yard drive. At 5:56 of
shoulder injury. Because of these •
~ the third quarter, the Miners
inj ur ies,
fres hm an David
~ were down 38-13. Despite this,
McCormack made his fIrst collethe Miners did not give up.
giate start at quarterback.
They moved the baIJ 76 yards to
The Miners received the kick- A wild Jumble of Mules and Miners
from last Saturday's football game score on a thirteen yard pass to
off to start the game. They then between UMR and Central
Missour i. Both teams went Into the game Steve Smith to make the score
embarked on a 65 yard, 8 play without a victory in the MIAA
38-19. A two point conversion
and Central came out on top 50-19.
dri ve that was capped by a Steve - - - - - - - . . : : . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . : . . - - - - - - was attempted unsuccessfully.
Hodson one yard touchdown ru n. Cen- yards in 4 plays to score on
a 21 yard on UMR's own 18 yard line. The The Mules then
decided to return a
tral Missouri answered by driving 4 1 pass . This put the Mules up for
good at Mules scored two plays later to make kick from the endzone and
gained only
yards to allow a 41 yard field goal to 3:02 of the fIrs t quarter. Central
Mis- the score 17-7. The next turnover was 3 yards on good kick coverage
by the
make the score 7-3 in favor of the souri scored two more touchdown
s in a. fumble, by McCormack as he was Miners. This horrible
fIeld position
Miners.
the first half, capitalizing on turnovers being sacked on UMR' s 38 yard
line. It did not deter Central, however. They
On the next drive, the Miners were by the Miners. The fust turnover
was took Central Missouri 8 plays to capiforced to punt. The Mules then went 87 a bad pitch by McCormack to
see Football, page S
Hodson talize on this mistake. but they fInally

Matt Ryan

.,

i

Miner so cce r has tou gh we ek

.fi

Julio Garcia
Staff Writer

Last week was not a very good one
for the Miners. The two games the
Miners played finished with a clear
superioriry by the other team. Last
Tuesday, October 17, UMR traveled to
play against Missouri Southern Lions.
A fInal result of 4-1 against the Miners
finished the game. The game was really slow, with many fouls made by
MSSC' s Lions. Only 9 shots to goal
were made by the Lions, and 4 from the
Miners. The shots made from the Lions
scored 2 goals in the fIrst half and I on

the second. The last goal from Missouri Southern was a penalry kick.
Gary Graham was the only Miner to
score in this game, assisted by Greg
Schultz.
On Friday, October 20, the Miners
confronted Northeast Missouri State
for a home match. The two teams were
tied fust place in the conference . Unfortunately for Miner fans, UMR lost
the game 5 to O. The visiting Bulldog
team scored the fIrst goal in the fIrst
minute. A tap in of a pass in front fro m
NMSU's Claes Meldal, left Joe Nick
alone with UMR goal keeper, Kevin
Levy. TIlis play lead to the goal. Eight
minutes later 10e Nick made a pass to
CIaes Meldal who was open and made

Lady Miner soccer report
This past Wednesday, Washington
University went up against the Lady
Miners at UMR. In the fust half of the
game, sophomor e Amber Fischer
scored the only goal of the game for the
Lady Miners with an assist by Tami
Bowman. Washingt on Universit y
made a total of seven goalie saves and
attempted thirteen shots, while the
Lady Miners made eleven saves and
fourteen shots. Northeast won 1-0.
On Saturday the Lady Miners
played another home game against

Northeast Missouri State University.
It was a tough match for the Lady
Miners, with Northeast' s record standing at 10-4-1 forthe season . Northeast
made eleven shots and three saves over
the Lady Miner's four shots and fIve
saves. Northeast scored the only goal
of the game, with a final score of 1-0.
The Lady Miners now have a record of
7-10 for the season.

• Melanie Claxton, Starr Writer

the second goal from NMSU. A very
similar play from Meldal to Nick, left
Nick the opportuniry to score the third,
and this fmished the fust half. In the
second half a pass from the end by Matt
Berry lead to a head ball from Ryan
Seim. The last goal was scored by
Michael Quante, assisted by Berry.
The Miners tried to change the
scoreboard , with 12 shots to goal, but it
was not enough. NMSU proved to be
more effective in their attacks, and they
made 17 shots on goal . This high
offensive pressure forced U MR ' s
goaly Kevin Levy to make 8 saves. The
yellow cards this time were for UMR 's

see Soccer, page 7

UMS L to
leav
e MIAA
The University of Missouri-St.
Louis is leaving the MIAA next
year. The announcement cameFriday, only two weeks after UMSL's
new athletic director took office.
UMSL has been in the MIAA
since 1980. Their primary sports
are soccer and basketball. The
Riverman do not have football, and
since the MIAA is a big football
conference (Pittsburgh State won
the 1991 NCCA Division II national title), UMSL though it was
bestto move on to a another conference. They will join the Great
Lakes Valley Conference next fall.

• Carl J ames, Sports Editor
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Sports Scores Cont.
MIAA Football Standings
(MIAA records only)
1. Pittsburgh State (5) ....•....... 5~
2. Missouri Western ............... 4-1
NE Missouri State ..•.•.......• 4-1
4. Missouri Southern (18) ...... 3-2
Emporia State .................... 3-2
NW Missouri State •.......... 3-2
7. Washburn ..........•............... 2-3
8. Southwest Baptist .............. 14
9. Central Missouri State ....... 1-5
10. Missouri-RoUa ................. 0-6
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NBA getting underway: off-season deals
Chris Kulifay
Staff Writer
Hey all you basketball fans out
there .. .it' s that time of year again! The
weather's getting colder, and the NBA
is in full preseason swing. For those of
you who've spent the summer in Rolla
or otherwise estranged from news,
here' s a short list of the major events
that happened during the offseason:
The Clevel a nd Cavaliers traded
Harold Miner and a 1996 draft choice

forward Dan Majerle from the Phoenix
Suns. The Atlanta Hawks picked up
the NBA's shortest player, Spudd
Webb, from Sacramento in a trade for
Tyrone Corbin. The Boston Celties got
a migraine when stars Dominique
Wilkins and Xavier McDaniel signed
agreements to play in Greece.
Elsewhere in the league, the Cavs
traded star sniper Mark Price to the '
Bullets in exchange for a '96 draft pick.
The Suns' Danny Ainge retired, after a
long career of dramatic acting after
every foul he was accused of, and last
but definitely not least: the Chicago
Bulls, aft~r seeing their mighty threeyear reign of dominance definitely end,
picked up San Antonio's eccentric but

successful superstar forward Dennis
Rodman in exchange for center Wil
Perdue and future considerations.
What these considerations are neither
team will say, but this trade serves a
double purpose.the Spurs get rid of
Rodman's antics on and off the court
while ftIling a weak spot at center
behind Olympian David Robinson.
The Bulls have managed to satisfy
their biggest need, that of rebounding.
This has the potential to make the Bulls
champions once again.
.
These are the major events during
the offseason. but the preseason itself
has a few highlights that might interest
us news·starved people. The defend·
ing champion Houston Rockets de-

feated Bologna 126-112 in the
McDonald's world championship.
MVP Clyde Drexler led the Rockets
with a sound 25 points. Also of note,
last Thursday Luc Longley of the Bulls
and Chris Webber of the Bullets had a
slight sparring match in their preseason game, trading punches before
the fray was broken up. Both players
received a fine of $7500.
Well, until the season itself starts,
there's not much more I can tell you, so
you'll just have to check next week for
the most recent info. Until then, cheer
for the team of your choice. If there's
anything you'd like or need to see in
this column, send all suggestions to
kulifay@umr.edu.
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Miner In Line Hockey still undefeated
•
,

UMR In Line Hockey
Source

The UMR In line Hockey team
continued their undefeated streak to 3·
0-2 this past Sunday by defeating
NEMSU Bulldogs 3-2, in front of a
relatively large crowd (for a hockey
game in Macon, MO) as this was the
Bulldogs first ever hockey homecoming game.
The Miners were down early after
the Bulldogs sneaked two quick goals
past fre shman goaltender, Nathan
Frankenberger. However, with a
strong comeback from Frankenberger,
who shut the opposition out the reo
mainder of the game, and the return of
team captain junior Bryan Long, who
had sat out the last two weeks with a

"

shoulder injury, the Miners came back
to score three unanswered goals.
The first was put past the Bulldogs
goaltender by senior Matt Houser who
put the puck top shelf on a rebound
from a shot by a graduate student Sam
Co zone.
Although defenseman
Conzone could not put any pucks in the
net, his presence was felt, literally, by
the opposition with many bone-crushing checks that he threw towards the
Bulldogs.
The second goal was also a rebound
goal that was put away by alumni
Denny Koscielski who returned to help
lead the Miners qn to victory. The shot
came from senior defenseman Mark
Lewandoski who was still recovering
from nose surgery the day before after
he took a stick in the face during prac·
tice two weeks ago.
The game winning goal carne with
about five minutes left in the game.

Toa"1

stott:

The goal was scored by freshman Joe
Kraus, who was able to back-hand the
puck between the goaltender's legs
after making a nifty move to put himself in the high slot. Kraus leads the
team in goals score with five.
The Miners also successfully
killed three penalties. The first two
occurred during the first period where
penalties for roughing and elbowing
were issued to Koscielski and Long,
respectively. Long also managed to get
a roughing penalty late in the third
period by punching a Bulldog opponent in the face after he slashed goalie
Nathan Fankenberger. All three penalties were killed off by fantastic special
team play and strong goal tending.
The Miners next game will be
against the Bulldogs November 4th in
Rolla this time. Stay tuned for more
information on the Miners first home
game of the season.
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NHL players headed for '98 Olympics
•
,

Football
went 97 yards on II plays to score a
touchdown.
Central Missouri State scored another touchdo wn with 5:13 left in the
4th quarter. capitalizing on another
turnover by the Miners, an interception. The score at this point was 50-19,
which is how the game ended.
Offensively for the Miners, they
were able to net 299 yards, their highest total of the season. UMR posted its
highest point total of the year with 19.
They gained 222 yards on the ground,
led by Steve Hodson with 82 yards and
McCo rmack wit h 95
yards.
McCorm ackhad a rough day, however,
in his first start at qu arterback. He had
three fumbl es. one bad pitch which

Soccer
Muchacho and McCoy, and NMSU's
coac h, Sweeney.
UMR is now 9·6·2, and 2-2 in the
M1AA conference. Their next home
game is Wednesday, Oc tober 29 ,

from page 7
resulted in a turnover, and an interception. Of his five turnovers, four led to
Mule touchdowns . He did pass for 77
yards on 6 completions in 13 attempts.
Defensively, the Miners gave up
536 yards, 295 of them in the air.
Sophomor e lineb ac ker Willie
Halliburton led the Miners with 10
tackles. Brian Gilmore contributed his
usual 9 tackles, while freshman Cooper Snyder had 7 tackles.
The Miners play Southwest Baptist this weekend, at I :30 at home. This
is probably the Miner's best chance to
win a game this season, as their season
ends with the two nationally ranked
teams in the MlAA, Pittsburg State and
Misso uri Western .

Corey Schroeder
Staff Writer

The NHL, its Players' Association
and the International Ice Hockey Federation are pretty certain in making a
Dream Tournament possible for the
1998 Winter Olympics in Nagano, Ja·
pan.
"A deal is very close," said IlHF
president Rene Fase!. While there
were some complex issues to be resol ved, many people believe a consen·
sus can be reached. Both the NHL and

NHLPA have moved on a number of
key issues in recent weeks. First on the
players' mind was the proposed schedule for Nagano.
Initially, the NHL wanted to stop
hockey for ten days, but players reo
fused, saying they'll need more time to
adjust to the 14·hour time difference
and also a recovery period after their
return home. On the other hand, the
NHLPA was looking for a 17 to 21-day
shutdown, but NHL commissioner
Gary Bettman did agree to a 16.day
closure. AUowing for an eight day
tournament, and a four day rest on
either end to get over jet lag and adapt
to their surroundings.

The shutdown would take place
during mid-February, with the Olym·
pics running from Feb. 7-22. The
hockey tournament would be split into
two phases. In Phase I, eight teamsincluding host Japan-would compete
for two berths in Phase II. Awaiting
them in that round would be Canada,
the U.S., and the top four seeded Euro·
pean teams from the 1996 World
Championship.likely Russia, Sweden,
Finland and the Czech Republic.
The Dream Tournament would
give the NHL good exposure before the
2002 Garnes in Salt Lake City, Utah.
For the most part, NHL players support
the idea of a Dream Tournament.

Miner football: down and dirty

from page 7
against Missouri·St. Louis at 5: 00
p.m .. Then on Saturday, October 29,
the Miners wiU conclude their success·
ful 1995 season with a home contest
against Lewis.
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It's been quite a mess for the Miner gridiron team this season . .
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Dilbert(l) by Scott Adorns
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·Well Dr. Stone. it looks like we 've reached a dead
end. I can1 decipher these hieroglyphics. and without
them we'U never find the hidden chamber."
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Student fees
Chance llor Kiesler asked the
gro up at large how they felt abo ut the
differential subsidies. Representative
Chancey responded, there is "quite a
difference in the programs, " and asked
about the fairness in subsidized programs.
Chancellor Kiesler then explained it is a question of public interest. We have to consider the cost of
professional school and whether or not
the state needs those particular graduates. Then it is expected the state
would help subsidize these programs.
"Are there studies on how many lawyers, veterinarians, etc. that the state
projects needing?" asked Rep.
Chancey. It was pointed out there are
statistics available.
After further discussion, Chancellor Kiesler stated that "Equity in the

Nader
,,,

Center for Auto Safety, Public Citizen,
The Pension Rights Center and the
Coalition for Universities in the Public
Interest.
Nader will also be speaking at
6:00 p.m. on Noveinber 6 during the
"Dinner with Ralph Nader" in Centennial Hall, which is located in the University Center-East. Tickets for this

~

banquet are $25 each ($15 for students), but there is a limited number of
tickets available for this dinner. To
order the tickets, contact Dr. Linda
Manning, Co- Director of the Center
for Economic Education. To contact
her, either call (314) 341-4828 or email her at Iindam@umr.edu. Tickets
will be on sale until Monday, Oct 30.

from page 1
system may not be possible. We need
to promote. public discussion on state
needs."
The need for soliciting more public comment was also recognized. It
was scressed that this needs to be accomplished before the draft report is
compiled. A public forum will be
scheduled for November as soon as
times can be collated for members of
the four Task Forces. Finally, it was
acknowledged the draft report must be
a collective agreement among all the
Task Porce members.
Anyone with concerns, opinions
and convincing arguments for or
against issues concerning this Student
Fees Task Force is encouraged to contact your Student Council, or one of the
Task Force Representatives before the
November meeting.

It's a connected world.
Do your share.
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For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share,
3400 International Drive ,Nw, Suite 2K (AD4),

Washington, DC 20008.

Earth Share
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Exciting action from the Jackling Field! Miners vs. Central Mules
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The Miners gave it their all Saturday, this time taking down a Mule.
Their attempts didn't payoff, though, and the Miner's 8 game losing
streak comtlnues.

Miner fans watch as two black jerseys attack a mule In the Miners
defeat last SatlJrday . The Miners return to Jackllng Field next Saturday for their last good chance for victory, against Southwest Baptist.
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Following is a summary of Ihe
:udenl issues thai Student Council is
andling and our current progress on
ac:h issue.
'ennis court lighting: Stude nt Coun~ is looking into coslS involved in
lSlalling newer and more convenient
ghting for the tennis courts. For more
.formation, conlact Mike Vincent
lincent@umr.edu).

L

Student Council \

mprovements to Health Services:
.n advisory committee has formed to
10k further into this issue. ProjeclS
.clude researching a full-time doctor
osition and utilizing the Web to proide information and a channel for

feedback. For more information ,
co nl ac t
Andy
LeCre n
(alecren@umr.edu), or Kimbe rley
Benson (benson@umr.edu).
UMR Track: Student Council is researching the costs involved in providing a new, all-weather surface for
the track. For more information, contact
Mike
Vincent
(vincent@umr.edu).
ID credit system a t Patty's Bookstore: Student Council has been appro ac hed by m an age ment from
Patty 's and is looking into what is
involved in making this service available at Patty's Bookstore. For mo~e
information, contact Mike Vincent
(vincent@umr.edu).
Campus Dialup Facilities: Because
usage is constantly increasing, this
continues to be an issue. The Com puting Affairs Committee h as re-

quested 60 additional modems for the
dialup server. Computing Services has
already installed 15 of them and has
ordered 15 more due to the urgency of
the demand. All 60 should be instaUed
by the end of the faU semesler or, at the
latest, by begining of the winter semester. For more information, contact
Andy LeCren (alecren@umr.edu).
Upgrades to 24 Hour Computer
L a bs: All computer labs in the Math/
Computer Science building will have
proposals to be upgraded, subject to the
reco mm end at ion of th e Computer
Policy Comminee and approval by the
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
The Math and Computer Science departmenlS will be putting in bids for the
2nd floor labs, while Computing Services will be handling the labs downstairs .

The proposals will likely call for all
c urrent IBM computers to be upgraded
to pentium s and for all current

~sk

3re

the experts about possible
changes in tuition rates!
Tom O'Neill

.
)

StuCo Source

Tuition Increase ... two s imple
'ords that strike fear into many stuonts' hearlS ... and sends them scram ling to hide their wallelS. As many
udenlS already know, the University
f Missouri system is currently consid'ing tuition rates forthe years of 1997-

:J02.
In the UM syst em , tuition is

planned in five year blocks. However
as studenlS and customers of the UMSystem the studenlS at UMR are allowed to have input and make their
opinions heard.
Students who would like to educate
themselves on the issue of future tuition, and make your feeling on tuition changes heard, join all the other
studenlS at UMR who care as they mee t
on Wednesday November I , 1995 at
7:00pm in Leach Theater, Caslleman
HaU for the Tuition Panel. Represenling the University of Missouri System
will be Larry Gales, Assistant Vice
President of Planning and Budgel for

the UM-System .
In addition Student Council has
invited members of the UM Board of
Curators and the Missouri State legislature. All UMR students may attend
this event and let these special gueslS
know how studenlS feel about the possible changes in tuition rales, and do
your parl lO influence the process of
deciding how much it will cost to finish
your degree. Please feel free to contact
the UMR Student Council with any
q ues tion s al 341-4280, e-ma it"
stuco@umr.edu or stop by the StuCo
office at 202 University Center-West
(above the bookstore).

Stu Co
Source

I

MacIntosh compulers 10 be upgraded
to Quadras. For more information on
how this issue is progressing, feel free
loco nl ac t
Andy
LeCren
(alecren@ umr.edu).

Introducing a new fealure for the
StuCo page, the Stueo Min ute. In
lhis, the events of the previous StuCo
meeting are outlined, so the readers
can have more of an idea of jusl exactly
what happens when StuCo gets 10gether. In addition, whal will happen
at the nex t meeling is also discussed.
In their reporlS al the SlUCo Meeling on October 10, the officers discussed things such as the "Ask Mr.
SluCo" sho w, the Food Services Forum, and lhe Say Anything Table. The
committees reponed on their projects.
whic h included the new 24-hour study

Laboratory courses: Student Council is c urrently investigating why laboratory courses are not worth as many
credit hours per amount of time spent
as lecture courses. For more informalio n,
contact
Ric h
Lee
(rclee@umr.edu).

Telephone Registration: Student
Council recently investigaled the reasoning behind why the lelephone regiSlralion system isn ' l available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
The phone registration system is
utilized for accounting/numerically

Registration policies: The University
Relations Comminee is invesligating
the appearance of the statement of
account that is currently sent to all
studenlS. The goal is 10 suggest revisions lo the form that wo uld make it
easier to follow and mark clearly ho w
scholarships and loans are applied lOwards fees. For more information,
contact Rich Lee (rclee@umr.edu).

intensive processes when the system is

off-line to public use, and the only way
to have 24 hour telephone registration
service wo uld be to purchase a new
dedicated system.
The response Student Council received was that studenlS wanting information aboul lheir schedule can
always use the web serv ices available
from UMR ' s home page. For more
in fo rmation, co ntact Karl Schmitt
(kschmitt@umr.edu).

Undergraduate catalog a~i1abiJity:
Following a student suggestion, Student Council is looking inlo ways of
making the undergraduate catalog
more accessible. For more info, contact Rich Lee (rclee@umr:edu).

Native American Showcase
is on its way to UMR
of North American Indians including
dancing, singing, and oral history. In
addition, craflS will be sold, so anyone interested in learning about the
culture of America's Originaiinhabitants can get a head starl on their gift
shopping.
This event will be held in Centennial Hall, UCE on Wednesday,
OClober 25, at 7:30pm. For more
in for m at ion, cantact StuCo at
stuco@ul)lr.edu, call 341-4280 or
stop by the Student Council office
(202 UC-West).

Tom O'Neill
StuCo Source

UMR students are invited to join
Student Council this Wednesday
evening as "Indian vs. Indian Week"
brings a Native American Showcase
toUMR.
The event will feature the culture

StuCo
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area now available in MCS 205, a
state-wide book sale wilh all the universities in Missouri, and the next

StuCo blood drive.
Students were given an opportunity to voice any concerns that they, or
their constituents had to StuCo. Some
of these new concerns were student

access to the Intramural Fields, the
condition of the campus computers,
and lhe timing of Student Council
Free Day. All of these issues, and
many mo re, will be divided among the
comminees to be wo rked on.
The "main evenl" of the meeting
was the accepling of the SlUCO recommendalions for club appropriations.
SluCo approved $12,25 1.38 in funds
to several organi za tions s uc h as
MSM Spelunkers, the Gold Miners,
and M-Club. This fundin g allows

these organizations to make special
purchases not available with their current funds.
Included in the agenda for the neXl
meeting, held on Tuesday, October 24,
are two new pieces of legislation. The
rust is a resolution setting the date for
Student Council Free Day. Last week,
S tuco discussed the pros and cons of
having SlUCo Free Dayan the Friday
before UM-Rolla Day instead of the
current date which is the Friday after
the Industry Career Fair. After some
debale, it was decided that having it
much laler would not be any better.
The resolution puIS the date for next
year al OClober 11.
The olher is a resolulion lhat combines two SluCo commitlees. This will
allow greater convenience in dealing
with issues.
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Campus Gossip

Classified Ads
Attention BSEE and CS Studenls Interested in telecommunications? Explore LDDS WorldCom's World Wide
Web
Server
at
http://
www.wcom.com
Are you searching for that special
someone? Call 1-800-611-4280.

Personals
Rachel,
Thanks for always making me cupcakes.
ZLAM, YBBS

J& V
Our talks are so exciting. Rememberconversation of mass is very important and roses take the smell away.
ZLAMYR
Beta Sig- Thanks for being cool Zeta
fans.
Klotz,
Thanks for being Zeta's pole boy.
Keep it up!

Hey Dan - (slug)
Thanx for the shower!!
The Cooks

ZLAM- YBS

other car.
Heelher Pohl SOTM!!!

ZLAM, Kelly

UMR TECHSZLAMYRM

Awesome job with IMPACT
MONTH!

Violet,
3 down, 4 over

HP - Now, can you lock the door,

Malachi

NOW!
ZLAMYRM
Hey Jen ...
Snakes are BAD!
ZLAM, YLS
John,
Here's your very own personal!
Arnica,
Hey there fello w slacker chick!
Happy Belated birthday!
ZLAM, YLS

Violet, Dnga, & Bunny are the coolest!
Kelly's are cool: Kelly, Kelly & Kali
ZLAM, Kelly
Zeta Football players,
Thanks for an awesome football
season! You guys are awesome!
ZLAM, Stacey C

LN

Mary, Heather, & Nicole Thanks for making me realize how
stupid I've been - FINALLY !
ZLAM, Kim

Chrissy
How wo uld you feel if you lost 10
grams of .. .

Hey Missy,
Why don't you try your key in the

ERIK,
Thanks for watching me swim.
Jen

AJ,
You're the best!

Thanks for Coaching us, Les!
Zeta Loves You!!

Bridget,
Are you still my roommate? Just
kidding!

Jill Thank you for listening and setting
me straight. You're a great "buddy".
ZLAM, Kim

Marites,
We are definitely roller blading
this week!
LICOJen

Whose bed are you going to sleep in
tonight?

Deena Are you really that regular?
Kristen R. & Tracy D.
Here's to wearing your clothes!
Here's to Lambda Sigma Pi!
Annie - You are a funny gal!

LICOYLS
TO EVERYBODY:
Join Chi-O in SINGLED OUT!
Good Luck to Chi-O on Fundraiser!
Get Singled Out!!
Thanks Kappa Sigma for hosting our
fundraiser!
Love, cm OMEGA
Congrats to Chi-O's new Little Sisters!
LICO Your new Big Sisters
Puddin'
Your the best roommate.
LICOApples
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Miranda,. Daisie, Laura,
Wanna play in the mud?
LICOJen
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see Personals, page 1
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"The question here is not, 'Do we
have parking?' We have parking .
The question becomes, 'Do we
have convenient parking? Do we
have parking that I can park out
my back door and just walk from
my car and a few steps into my
building?'
No, we don ' t have
that.
But we've got parking.
We've got a multipurpose parking
lot south of campus - it 's got 500
spaces on it, that's empty . Do we
have the convenient parking that
everybody wants right out their
back door? No , we don ' t. And I
do n' t know th at we'll ever be able
to satisfy th at need ."
I then asked Chief Bleckman
about the Campus Service Offic ers (CSO's). Th ey are a group of
students hired by the UMR Police
Departmen t to help fill a vo id
created by staff reductions in the
past 11 years. The program was
started in .'92 - '93 as a result of a
group of s tude nts at Th omas
Jefferson wa nting to provide
camp us escort s and the Police
Departmen t looking for alternate
ways to acco mmodate lost perso nnel.
They consist of s tudents
interested in th e program and
work-study s tudents .
Students
generally work be tween 16 and 20

hours a week, depending on their
school schedule. The pro gram is
modelled after the one at UMColumbia, a program that has
been
around
since the early
1970 's.
CSO 's
here participate
in the campus
lock-up pro gram ,
as well as security de tails fo r
football and basketball games,

for those outside our department.
There 's a hiring process that yo u
have to go into . You don ' t just
automatically say, 'I want to be a

concerts , gradua-

tion, and to a
sma ller extent ,
th e escort program. In add ition, they also
have parking lot
detail s.
When
asked about the
hiring

violation s

that
were
going on that
we

criteria ,

he res ponded , "They (students)
have to go through a b ackgrou nd
check and an interview pro cess.
This is not something yo u just
walk into. We are in a critica l
area and if yo u have problem s, yo u
won' t stay too long because we
can not afford to have someone
causing problems within our
department or caus in g problems

Bleckman said, "When the CSO 's
came on board, we looked at the
po ssibility of them writing parking tickets and we saw no problem
with it. And
they're
trained to do
that and it ' s
worked out
very we ll.
It 's taken a
load off the
officers. It
has s hown
us th at there
were a lot of

CSO.'
and
become one."
Bleckman said that the CSO' s
perform duties th at wo uld otherwise tie up an officer. He sa id
that the officers can then focus
more time on more critical details
such as so lvin g cases.
When the CSO 's aren ' t on a
special assignment, their job is to
write parking violatio n tickets.

weren't

able to get to
simply be cause the officers were
too busy in other areas. And with
CSO ' s conce ntrating on ticket
writing in the couple of hours they
were here during a particular tim e
period , we fo und that out. There
were a lot of violations that were
going on undetected because we
just didn ' t have the manpo wer and
the CSO's helped us out on that. "
I asked if there was an increase in

the number of fines collected and
Bleckman said that there were ,
but th at "We just had more people
out there to detect them, to
actually write on that violation
where we haven ' t before."
He
also said that CSO's were not
given ticket quotas or specific
dollar amounts to work toward on
their shift. However, he said that
CSO 's are required to write up a
viol at ion whenever or wherever

they see one.
Chief Bleckman noted that
Parking Lot Operations receives
more grief from a $5.00 ticket
th an from a person accused of a
felony . As a result, he said that
CSO's were given sensitiv ity
training so that they would be
more aware of the impact their
ticket writing has on other students . He said that there had not
been any major complaints in the
past regarding the CSO 's and
parking violation tickets.
That' s about it. I did find
some numbers on parking fines in
the Parking Lot Opera tions B udget that I thought you'd find
interesting. In 1994-95, Parking
Lot Operations collected $47,462
in fines ; $47,000 is expected this
year. Until next week ...
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Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big , intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's" the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

C l995

SD~~~':;~:=.':'"

Each tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine. equal to about (V,Q cups of coffee. Use on~ as directed.
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Pedro

TENTH & PINE ST.

by StuCo, and the crowd had a good
laugh. Some may say the guy looked
like a fooL Well, only the person
who actually does something can
look foolish! I guarantee some students sat in the audience, unsure of
how far S tuCo' s authority reached.
This seemingly foolish question
helped reveal the extent of StuCo's
influence.
Before you sit through another
class in silent ignorance, consider
this: if you are an in-state student,

ROLLA, MO .

lrIEI([])NIE 364-7077
1-800-844-7077
CRbfQa' s ©nQ~ (Downlown CPhru.ht(;C~
OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEr;
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 8:00 AM • 8 : 0~ PM
SATURDAY 9:00 AM • 5:00 PM
SUNDAY 11:00 AM • 5:00 PM

DELIVERY SERVICE
EMERGENCY NUMBER 364·8209
BILL WUENSCHER. R. Ph .
CYOUh

you are paying roughly $350 per
class; if you are an out-of-state student, you are paying roughly $1000
per class. What is worse, this covers
only the tuition, much less the living
expenses and a plethora of othe r
fees . Knowing this, don't you think
you owe it to yourself to get the most
bang for yo ur buck? If not, sit ignorant. If so . ..
Ask questions . G ive feed back.
Look ignorant. Learn.
Email: dare@um r. edu

CPe/:sonaQ CPhahmactst

' HOME OF RX-MAN"

RCH INfORMAnON

Largest Ubrary of information in U. S. . all subjects
Order Catalog Today With Visa I

Me or COD

800-351 -0222

or (3tO) 477·8226
Or, rush $2.00 to : Research Information
113221daho Ave .. # 206-A.los Angeles. CA 90025
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CRAFrERS
1720 NORTH BISHOP ROLLA MO 65401
TElEPHONE: 34 1-3800
JOY SULLIVAN OWNER/STYLIST
DONNA JOHNSON STYLIST

Killedb'

on Pacific

--

If you don'tstop

Second Ti

ACROSS
1 A season
5 Provide party
lood
10 Remnants
14 Cleveland's lake
15 "That's-"
16 QED word
17 Verdi opera
18 Nostrils
19 Heap
20 Russian monk
22 Of greater
height
24 Golf club
25 Gaucho's
weapon
26 Supports lor
broken anms
29 Song for a loved

"fI~Nl fii)'\t ~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
~ ~ ~~~ 8
by Henri Arnold
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
four ordinary words.

SYTUL

VARBE

one

33 01 great size
34 Wise
35 Math course:
abbr.
36 Old led. agcy.
37 Tooth doctor
40 Alliance
acronym
41 Actress
65 Used a garden
Rowlands
tool
43 Observed
66 Gaze
44 TV actress,
67 Heavenly object
Esther
46 Treated
DOWN
discourteously
1 Dread
48 Area of trees
2 Opera solo
49 Genman river
3 Covers
50 Clamorous
4 Jumping
51 Tum into
5 Divisions of long
54 Pictorial
poems
compositions
6 W~h lull force,
58 Beige
old style
59 General course
7 Ripped
61 Greek letter
8 Before
62 At that time
63 Artlsfs stand
9 Brings back to
64 Zola novel
an original

I I I

tX J I I

Our cal, Tallick
hand ... I ha~eh'l seen hI
only appears when she
for sure she Would nel
uound, begging for all,
Onthe head.

[]

DABINT

condition

10 Move to a new
flower bed
11 Seed coat
12 Strong wind
13 Mob or gang
end
21 Encouraged
23 Malt drink
25 Start
26 Plods
27 Jacke11eature
28 Teheran cillzen
29 Satislied
30 As - (usually)
31 Control knobs
32 Plumed bird
34 Nasty look
38 Lovers 01 beauty

39 Game fish
42 Slranded In
water
45 Confers holy
orders
47 Drone
48 Caress
50 Hermit
51 "Little Women"

tLOWLAF

I

HOW THE SAt::'
HORSE LOOKE[7 A5
HE ATE H{5 HAY,
Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

Print answer here: [

XI X:r X1J

name

52 Reverberate
53 Indian
54 Tableland
55 Capricorn
56 Volcano
57 German river

60 Deserter

ora rub on the jaw. If
and rubbed him, said "
time or two, and wen'
Before I even sal bad
desk, Tipper was back b
and now, even before I
lIis paragraph, he ~ spr
Ihe grass in exactly Ihe
he was before I left I
Silly dog!

see Solutions, page 16

Again, don't gel me
lipper and Ta1lick are
lIey do (being dogs
lIeY'redifferent. Ilov,
~eY' re different. Both
bullhey're different.
A101of people also I
Ue a10110ugher Ihan cal

type IS Ihal dogs al .
Have y
wa.
II
ou ever nOliced
e Cats never
Ii
gel caU!
.ays gels cauehl .
knOCks somelh" lit
~
Ing OVe
oUble While Ih
.
a '
e cal Sit
Window led
dow
ge sOme~
n al the do. .
vineed Ih
• sm~k
allhe Cat only I
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Eric B,
You are a great friend. Thanks for
being there.
Love, A Flower
Phan na,
I miss you! Can't wait till next year !
YBF

Debbie,
We need to be wild women more
often.
LICO, Lisa

Mindy,
You're the coo lest!!
LICOYBS

Marites,

Hey Lisa,
What is II, 12, and 12?
CONGRATS!
LICO, YR

per
Stu·

1000

Melanie,
Welcome to the fam ily! You're the
greatest! !
LICO YBBS,
Marites

Ivers

ving
lIher
hink
most
gno·

Hey Lisa dude, It ain' t happenin'
LICO, Marites

lack.

lyear old,1991

2 years old, 1992

Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed by a dnmk d,i veron March 23, 1993,
on Pacific Coast Highway in Wilmington, Calif

from page 12
Mindy,
Welcome to the coolest fam ily in
Chi·O. We're very excited!
LICO, YBBS

Chi·O Swimmers,
Way toGO!!
LICO, Swimmer #2

Daisie,
Thanks for getti ng such an awe·
some Lil Sis'
LICO, YBS
Mindy,
I was ugly last semester, but now its

You'r e an awesome roommate.

Thanks for the haircut.
LICO, YR
Vanessa,

How do you pronounce Ep?
LICO, Your fluids roomie
Amy Carr·
Welcome to the crazy family, we
think yo u will keep up the great tradi·
tion!
Tressa, Amy K, Miranda, Amy C,
You guys are awesome, if you ever
need anything dOIl't be afraid to ask the
"old fart" family member.
LICO Debbie

LICO,YBBS

Let's get psyched for Singled out!
Amy Carr . You're the best Lil Sis!
Welcome to the family!
LICO, YBS
Jill .
Congrats on your 21st! Wish
could've celebrated with you!
LICO, Your future Roomie
Happy 21 st Lisa Rothley! We're gonna
have a blast!
LICO, Deb
Laura G .
How do we decora te picture
frames?
LICO, Your mud lab partners
CHJ·O LOVES THETA XI!
P.S. We want our·composite!
Hey Joel,
I don't know, haven't seen him.
Tham
Eric,
Your the awesomest roomie. I'll
sure miss you!!!

Jenny Lynn,
I want a C·O·O·L rider.
LICO Your Grease II buddy
Dr. Rothley,
Congrats o n the great MCA T
Scores, Your the best'
LICO, Your Sisters

someone else's turn!

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who wilP
Do whatever it takes.

Page 15

Lico, YBB, AOT, ZLAM
Anyone for beer and Nachos????
I can wait until January for Nachos .. .
Can yo u??????
CONGRA TULA TIONS
ERIKandSHANNON!!!'!!!

Hey Chi·O,

from page 5
or a rub on the jaw. I patted his head the dog into those difficult situations,
and rubbed him, said "Good boy! " a not because it's afraid of the dog.
time or two, and went baCK inside.
My parents once had a cat that
Before I even sat back down at my wo uldn't run from dogs. In fac~ this
desk, Tipper was back by the window, petite little black cat with the whi te
and now, even before I've completed paws could beat the tar out
this paragraph, he is sprawled back on of every dog in the neigh·
the grass in exactly the same position borhood. (I know, I'm
he was before I left the computer. spending a lot of time on
Silly dog!
dogs and cats here, and will
Our cat, Tallick, on the other never get to another subject
hand", I ha~en't seen her all day, She , like I promised, but I've just
only appears when she wants to, and got to tell yo u abo ut this
for sure she would never follow me cat!) It seems my dad had
around, begging for attention or a pat this friend of his that owned
a pack of hounds, you no w,
on the head.
Again, don't get me wrong. Both big huntin g dogs. This
Tipper and T atlick are good at what friend also had a small cat
they do (being dogs and cats) but that CQuld lick any dog in
they're different. I love 'em both, but the pack . So, my dad told
they're different. Both are good pets, his friend that if the monster
cat ever had kittens, he
but they're different.
A lot of people also think that dogs wanted to have one of them .
are a lot tougher than cats. The stereo· Sure enough, the cat had kittens, and
type is that dogs always chase cats. dad got on. This kitten grew up into a
Have yo u ever noticed, though, that dynamo much like it' ':lOther: smc,; ' ,
the cats never get caught? The dog but able to lick any dog around , The
always gets caught in something or neighbors also had a bunch of large
hunting dogs that were used to cross·
knock s something over and gets in
trouble while the cat sits safely up on ing my parent's yard on their daily
travels, Once th.e cat got old enough,
a window ledge somewhere, looking
down at the dog smirking. I'm can· those dogs became her target, and they
vinced that the cat only runs j ~s t to get never crossed th at lawn aga in as long

as that cat was around. She wou ld take
on any dog or group of dogs that came
around, and JUMPING ON THEIR
BACKS would beat them into submission! So, believe me, cats don't have to

chas ing rabbit s, and, while never

Tallick, on the other hand, will go out
into the field, capture mice and birds,
and come back spotlessly clean and
neat, and will even sit and clean her·
self even tho ugh she looks spotless
(As a side note: we have
ano ther ca~ Treety, down at
the barn that will even kill
rabb it s .. , si nce she has
pretty well evicted all mice
in the barn!)
. dogs never tire of petting;
any cat I've ever had will
eventually tell you when it
is tired of being rubbed or
petted (My wife's parents
had a big, mean watch·cat
named Leroy that wou ld
only let you pet it so long,
then Whammo, he'd nail
yo u with a right cross, claws
extended. " my wife still
bears the scars!).
. dogs will eat anything (just tell 'em
it's yumm y and throw it to them."
Crunch, crunch", and its gone!); cats
are picky eaters (only eating certain
cat food s, and sometimes not even
eating the mice they catch' )
. dogs chase cars (or, in Tipper's case,
wheels or anything else that is round

catch ing anyth ing , will come back

and mo ves); cats w ill only sometimes,

covered with stickers and mu d;

if they want to, chase something tied

run, they only do it because they want
to,
Other differences I've ob; erved:
. dogs get into the garbage and strew
stuff all over the yard; cats are pristine
and neat

. Tipper can run out into the field

to a string (and then only for a while).
There are other differences out
there between dogs and cats, and I'm
sure you can think of some of them . I'd
be interested to hear from you abou t '
yo ur personal observations on differences between dogs and cats. Drop me
a line at sla@umr,edu, and let me
know!
Well, talking abo ut differences
between dogs and cats became so
much fun, I've run out of room for my
column. I guess the other items on my
list of subjects I wanted to share with
you will just have to wait. Yo u will
forgive me, I hope?!
DID YOU KNOW .. , that you can
get good cats and dogs at the Rolla
Anim al Shelter (19th and Sharp, 364·
6995). I believe there is a $10,00
"adoption fee," but a good pet to keep
you company is well worth it Just
don't go down and get a huge mastiff if
you live in a tiny one-room apart·
ment.. , a cat might be a better choice!
DON'T FORGET,.. if you don't
have room or money for a cat or dog, a
goldfish makes an excellent pet for
university students, too! Just remem -

ber to treat any pet, should you have
one or want one, with care and respect.
SDG

Wednesday, October 2S, 1995
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Answer: HoW the sad horse
looked as he ate hi s hay--

He's not a

BALEFUL

-~

Life

There are no small
victories in the fight
against heart disease,
Amencan
Heart v~
Association. .
Fighting HeBrt Disease
and Stroke

from page 3

" Colllins wilh Genesis
#13 : Point of No Return --from Phantom of the Opera
#1 4: In Too Deep -- Phil Collins
#15: Another One Bites the Dust
Queen (this is the day when the tesl
results come back in)
#16: Don ' t Let the Sun Go Down On
Me -- Elion 10hn
# 17: Angry Young Man -- Billy 10el
(what yo u become when you realize
th at yo u haven'l even taken Engineering Econ and there 's a whole section of
it on the exam)
# 18: Get It Right the First Time -- Billy
10el (uh, yeah, sure)

# 19: Cuts Like a Knife -- Bryan Adams
L-_.....:::..:.::::.:::.:.:.:=:::.:.;;:::::.:.;.:::::::="'--------' (ouch)
,American Heart Associ.Hon

#20: Keep Yourself Alive -- Queen

(much more difficult a feat than yo u
might think)
#21 : Don't Ask Me Why -- Billy 10el
(fill in the circles first, think about it
later)
#22: You 're Only Human -- Billy 10el
(too bad the university doesn' t agree
with Ihis statement)
#23: W as ted Youth -- Mealloaf (you
mean I'm spending an entire Saturday
locked up in Cenlennial Hall with a
bunch of fellow nerds laboring away
with #2 pencils????)
#24: Ain't Going Down 'Til the Sun
Comes Up -- Garth Brooks (this could
refer either to this week as you study or
10 Saturday night after the exam)
#25 All I Need Is a Miracle, .. and that
pretty much sums it up.

firefighter-

kids he's reached, he's a hero.
BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.

rUDENT Fil

Reach for lhe Power

TEACH

~~ Thll Publlc.llon

Photo, Robin Sachs

~"flIImDS,"
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won't be disappointed!
limbob
Gwar
Rag Na Rock
Metalblade Records
7.5
7

Rag N a Rock is the new release
from Gwar. The copy I received was an
advance promotional CD, so I can't say
exactly when it will be in the stores, but
it should be soon, This album was pure
enjoyment, if you know anything abo ut
this group. The first song "Meat Sandwich" opened up with a little sonnet
from Oderus Urungus (Lead Vocalist)
and melted into a cool sinister sounding song. The beat picked up and kept
your feet going, The funny thing about
this song was that I caught myself
singing "Meat Sandwich" to my lunch.
Following an obvious hit is ''The New
Plague." This song is about a person
with AIDS. It's kinda cool with some
backup chorus vocals by the ensemble
of the rest of the band, a Whopping 15
members. This was defmitely a foot tapping favori te. Lots of guitars and
drums going on, giving it a very energetic aura about it. The title song "R ag
Na Rock" is pretty stylin' with a variety
of choruses and excellent guitar riffs. I
never really got into listening to these
guys, but I am very impressed. These
guys look, play and sound weird but

under all those costumes they are excellent musicians. For all those people
out there that enjoyed Pulp Fiction,
then I know you must buy this album
for the song "Surf of Syn." The drum
beats and the guitar riff is something
that sounds identical from a song in the
movie but I couldn't quite place it.
This song is supposed to be one of their
debuts on the radio and video promotion s.
I think everyone will
seriously enjoy this song in particular.
The final song on this album is "None
butthe Brave." It opens up wilh a drum
beat and a slight rap, then leads into a
jammin song. This is not typical of the
rest of album with their immediate
energetic rhythms but carries a different overtone, almost as if they are
trying to be more serious then the rest
of Ihe album. I think these guys are
pure entertainment and if by chance
you are in a city where they are playing,
get a licket and go! Gwar is playing al
Mississippi Nights in St. Louis on November 3. I do believe there are still
tickets left so get them before they are
gone, Remember to dress in suites and
dresses, they will be most appropriate !!! NOT!
limbob
Belly Concert Review
The artistic and technical aspects of
music are numerous, if not innumerable. But one tenel that might be said
to define the essence of music in gen-

eral, and modern music in particular, is
drive. Driving beat has propelled audiences throughout history to twist,
writhe, and mash. And artistic drive
has spurred musicians to beat the global cowpath in pursuit of the ambiguous grail of artistic salvation. The music notwithstanding, it is this unconscious faith in the sanctity of art that
appears to be the feeding force behind
the critically acclaimed Belly, who
performed at Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building on Friday, Oct. 20,
When I spoke to Gale, bas.sist of said
uni~ all preconceptions of pop grandeur dissipated. And ultimatclx w~at
emerges is a picture of what the C(lIPO rate boomer generation said they ~ere
about all along, a world where if every"
one behaved, we could do, be, and play ,\
whatever we wanted, as long as we
worked for it. And as art is an expr~ssion of life, so is the collective persona
of Belly. Demure Tanya, not above
bouts of stress-related crises, yet more
the trooper than the best of her peers,
be they male or not. The Gorman's,
ever faced with the dilemma of fusing
masculine expression into a media derived "girl group" typecast; Chris
Gorman erstwhile attempting to procure decent comic 'zine's to belay the
tension of life and its constant
denial of down time, And utmos~ the
gut lining, the dynamic miss Gale. Lou
Reed could only dream to remain this
true. Behind the 60' s shades and allbran lining, she pumps out an anchor to
secure the most textural of ships.

,
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Music

Performance
Sound Quality

----

he's a teacher. But to the

m

And an oceanliner they are. Despite a sea infested with yellow shirts,
Belly remained true amidst the confusion of the prom night venue. The
performance seemed a tad programmed and tenuous at the outset; but
it is truly believable that bandleader
Tanya Donnelly's tentative obligatory
"thanks" at songclose were not a programmed expression, but moreover a
human outpouring of dissonance in relation to the environment. Herein lies
!lie meatofBelly. Regardless ofvenue,
regardless of the sound levels which
occasio nally left the guitar textures
los~ and the snare drums at times close
to bearable, the drive prevailed, Gale
and Tanya's Barbie doll sword fights,
the band's tightly structured, nearly
flaWleSs instrumental performance
combined with the focal point Tanya's
~eo-celtic wail to provide a blueprint
fOf success, perhaps not the consumeroriented financial definition, yet with
deeph meaning . Like when you
dipped 'your fingers into mud for the
first and foil!)d you could paint. Everybody danced ~nd nothing else mattered, Belly, in addition to name,
wields a primal gut portrait of living
that eclipses the $14.98 price tag of
immediate immortality found in retail
outlets. This is one band who provides
not only fodder, but a lesson in the
hunger that drives our needs .

"
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Fresh from Scat records, Specula
features the bizarre pop duo of Spector
Spec and Sigh Moan. Hailing from
Chicago, they enlisted homeboy Black
Ceaser (Urge Overkill), as well as
other percussion notables to commil
beats to drum loop. Add fuzz bass and
crunchy guitars, plus a liberal dash of
atmospheric keys, stir in one Gene
Simmons mask circa '76 and voila, you
have Specula, a quite stark muscial
tool. And, yes, like their terrible tool
namesake of lore ihe sound is cold to
the touch ("Hello Pain" is one particularly cool and creamy number). The
Spec runs the gamut of post-punk
tremblings from the blitzkrieg call of
traditional Romanesque numbers
("Desolation Nightmare"), to demented surf sounds ala "Thee
Fourgiven" (the dirge dance tune "For
Ever Lovin You"). But perhaps the
most notable influence are the vocals
which are quite reminiscent of inimiSiuden~ are
table fire -breather Gene Simmons
F"'Tu~
ellt(
(Kiss). Specula never quite pounds :-' rrtB 10 learn mo
Clij
~d
and
k
hard enough to thrash to, but inebrialed
lWanls,
eep ubI(
writhing to their pulsations is not out of
the question.
Consult your physi·
cian ..... .
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Aid
provide you with brochures and response cards to track the success of
your visit.
If you interested in this program,
please call the Admissions office at
341-4164 of 341-4165 to sign up for a
help session or obtain furthur information. You only need attend one he lp
session. The sessions are scheduled
for November 14, 15, 16 or 17 (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday) form 2:30 pm to 3:30 pm in G-I
Conference room in Parker Hall. The
Rolla Admissions office looks forward
to working with you to bring talented
students to our campus.
Students are reminded that
ARE NOT AUTOMATICALLY SUBMITTED BY THE COC
to companies fo r pre-screening for oncampus interviews . Each student must
submit their own resume through the
system to each company in which they
are interested.
RE~UMES

~ro,

RO.
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AID
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Bright Flight checks are now available
in the Cashier's Office, G_3 Parker
Hell. Their office hours are from 8: 15
to 3: 15 Monday thru Friday. For more
information and/or applications pertai ning to the following scholarships,
contact the Student Financial Aid office, G-I Parker Hall.
There is a new service the Admissions & Student Financial Aid Office is
offering on the World Wide Web called
FASTWEB (Financial Aid Search
Through The Web) . Its location on the
web is ''http://web.studentservices .
com:80/fastwebf' .
FASTWEB is a freeuser-friendly
service in which a student completes
an online personal profile pertaining to
his biographicalinformation, including
parent/student activities, background,
and college/major information.
Upon completion of this profile,
FASTWEB begins its search, and
within minutes the student is pre sented with a detailed online list of
outside grants, scholarships, fellowships, internships, and loans he is eligibe to apply for. Approximately 1200
new awards are added to the
FASTWEB database each day.
FASTWEB automatically updates
each student's profile based on these
new awards. FASTWEB also provides
a general information section describing various Federal Student Financial
Aid programs.
Students are encouraged to use
FASTWEB to learn more about financial aid and keep abreast of eligible
awards.
VIV ARIN ANNOUNCES "THE
VIV ARIN THERE'S NO PLACE
LIKE HOME PAGES CONTEST"
A $10,000 SCholarship is to be awarded
to the college student with the coolest
web site on the internet Starting Sep-
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from page 2
One $800 (U.S.) award is available energy conservation, human confort or
through ACI Committee 228 on Non- HV AC system design, operation or
destructive Testing for original and maintenance. For more information
and applications contact the Student
innovative research in the field of nonFinanical Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
destructive testing of concrete. The
Application Deadline: December 15,
tro nic entry form. Entries will be ACI -James In strum e nts Student
1995.
A
ward
is
sponsored
by
James
instrujudged based on creativity, design,
ments, Inc., a Chicago-based manufac- TAU BETA PI SCHOLARSHIP
content, accessibility/navigability
turer and distributor of NDT systems -The Missouri Beta (UMR) Chapter
(ease of use), useof hot links, and value
fo r concrete. The award also consists of the Tau Beta Pi Association, a naof the service provided .
of an engraved certificate an ACI mem- tional engineering honor society, is
bership for one year, regular or student currently accepted for its fall scholarRURAL MISSOURI, INC.
ship. This scholars hip is awarded to
If you have been employed as a membership, as appropriate.
students who have demonstrated outfarm worker in the past two years, yo u REQUIREMENTS :
standing potential in the field of engi•
Research
work
shall
be
original
and
may be eligible to receive free tuition
neering. Applicants should be curperformed by a student while enrolled rently enrolled at UMR be a full_time
assistance for your education. If you
in a degree program, graduate or un- undergraduate engineering studen t
have worked as a farm, orchard, greenhouse or poultry/egg production em- dergraduate, at an institute of higher (including Engineering Management
education.
And Engineering Mechanics), have
ployee, yo u may qualify. To obtain
• Research should beon a topic related completed at least 30 credit hours, and
details and the field representative
to NDT of concrete and must focus on have a minimum 3.5 cumulative GPA.
closest to you call 1-800-234-497 1.
or possibly lay the foundation for the Depending on available funds, more
than one scholarship may be awarded.
development of an NDT method for
PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE
APPLICATIONS A V AILABLE IN
concrete.
CONSTRUCTION SCHOLARSHIPS
THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
Two $1 ,000 (U.S.) awards are avail- • Applicant need not be enrolled at the OFFICE,G_I
able through the ACI Concrete Re- time of submission but the work must PARKER HALL. DEADLINE IS OCsearch and Education Foundation have been completed within two year TOBER 27, 1995, APPLICATIONS
MUST BE RETURNED TO THE
(ConREF) for undergraduate study in of the date of submission.
concrete construction' for the 1996-97 • Applicant must be the primary au- STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE.
academic year. The Peter D. Courtois thor of the paper submitted. The paper
must
be
in
the
form
of
a
technical
paper
Concrete Construction Scholarships
CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
honor the memory of Peter D. Courtois, conform ing to the Applicants must SCHOLARSillPPROGRAM
whose long-term commitment to prac- submit the application along with a With an eye toward assisting outstandtical achievements in construction fo- UMR transcript and essay explaining ing college bound students, Chrysler
cused on the fields of form work and why you feel you deserve scholarship Corporation recently awarded SI,OOO
consideration.
grants to 40 recipients through its new
tilt-up construction.
* Selection will be based upon aca- Junior Golf Scholarship Program.
REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any under- demic achievement, leadership quali- Even though the majority of the winners play golf, all sections were made
graduate student in the United States ties, and financial need.
based on their academic and extraor Canada. The student shall have APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
curricular efforts. For more informaachieved senior status in a four-year or THE MINORITY ENGINEERING
tion on this exciting program call
PROGRAM
(MEP)
OFFICE,
107
longer undergraduate program in engi1_800_856_0764.
neering, construction, or technology NORWOOD HALL AND THE STUduring the year for which the awards DENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, - - - -- - - - - - GLAMOUR MAGAZINE'S 1996
are presented . The awards will be G-I PARKER HALL.
made on the basis of demonstrated Completed application and UMR tran- TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMEN
interest and ability to work in, the field script must be returned to either the COMPETITION
Minority Engineering Program (MEP) Any woman who is a full-time junior
'of concrete construction.
• The student must have a course load Office or Student Financial Aid Office. (third year of undergraduate study) at

tember I through October 31 , 1995,
students who visit the Vivarin home
page on the World Wide Web (http://
www.vivarin .com/vivarin/) can enter
their web site address using an elec-

an accredited coll".ge or university for
the 1995-96 academic year is eligible
to enter. This competition recognized
exceptional achievements; the vision,
determination and academic excellence of female college juniors from
across the country. Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. Deadline must
be submit by: January 31 , 1996.
LIEUTENANT GENERAL EUGENE
F. TIGHE, JR. MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
REQUIREMENTS:
• Are enrolled in a full-time undergraduate or graduate course of study at
an accredited college or university in
the United States as of January 5, 1996;
carry a minimum cumulative 3.0 GPA
as of completion of the last quarter or
semester for which grades are available; have a minimum of one (I) semester or two (2) quarters remaining,
as of December 31, 1995, united their
projected graduation.
• Complete the application with all
information requested an subm it it
with the essay postmarked no later
than January 5, 1996. The application
must agree to all stipulations of the
announcement and application.
Applications available in the Student
Finanical Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be postmarked no
later than January 5, 1996.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA WORK DAY
Members of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Epsilon Psi Chapter will hold
its annual Work Day on Saturday November 4 . Fund will be raised for
Chapter delegates to attend the regional convention . The fraternity
members will work at various jobs on a
fIrst come basis. Persons interrested in
contributing to this fund-raising effort
should contact the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity at 364-9548.

of 6 or more credit hours each semester
during the period for which the award DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY U.S.
. ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
is made.
• The student must be a senior during
the year for which the award is made
• Transcripts, recommendations, and
an essay must be submitted as outlined
on the application form .
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE
FROM THE STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID OFFICE, G-I PARKER HALL
OR B·Y CONTACTING ACI
CON REF, P.O. BOX 19150, DETROIT, Ml 48219-0150.
APPLICATION DEADLINE MUST
BE RECEIVED IN DETROIT NOT
LATER THAN JANUARY 15, 1996.
STUDENT RESEARCH A WARD COMM ITTEE 228 ON NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF THE
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE 1996 ACI-JAMES INSTRUMENTS STUDENT AWARD FOR
RESEARCH IN NDT OF CONCRETE

SUPPORT AGENCY.
Let the Army pay your pay through
Medical, Dental Optometry School, or
a Doctoral level degree in Clinical/
Research Psychology. Scholarship includes: Full tuition, Required books,
lab fees, required equipment rental,
$865.00 Monthly Stipend.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTU NITlESCONTACT: CAPTAlNDINO
L. MURPHY OR MRS. SHARON
MACKENZIE AT 1-800-829-0924.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATlNG, REFRIGERATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING ENGINEERS,INC.
FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS .
Applicants for either program should
be involved in the heating, ventilation,
air conditioning or refrigeration
(HV AC&R) fields or in related areas.
These may include indoor air quality,

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECfION OF GAMES & MUSIC

OCT. 28 EIT
LUNCH SERVED DURING BREAK
SPECIALS AFTER TEST
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _....J
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Company: American Cyanamid Company
Date of Interview: 11 /07
Majors: CHEM

Sign-up Method : PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/25/95 Deadline : no deadline
Work Location: Hannibal, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996

,

,

Company: Harcros Pigments
Date of Interview: 11121
Majors: CHE

.... .

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 10/31/95. Deadline 1117195 8:00am
Work Location: E. St. Louis, Illinois
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10123/95
Deadline 10/30/95 8am
Work Location : Mission, Kansas Start 1st co-op work session Spring 1996
Information meeting announced soon

Company: Cargill
Date of Interview: 11114
Majors: CHE MECH

.. ,..

Wednesday, October 25,1995

Co-op Employment

Company: Archer Engineers
Date of Interview: 11113, 11 /
Majors: CIVL

"'

Company: Paxon Company
Date of Interview:
Majors: MECH CHE CER

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be
standing.
Sign-up released 10/10/95 DEADLINE 10127/95
WORK LOCATION: BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
START WORK SPRING 1996
WILL NOT INTERVIEW ON CAMPUS. SUBMIT YOUR NAME ON COMPUTER BY THE
27TH. THEN PAXON WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF INTERESTED IN
INTERVIEWING YOU.

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/24/95 DEADLINE TUES., OCTOBER 31,1995 SAM
WORK LOCATION: VARIOUS US LOCATIONS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SUMMER 1996 AND/OR FALL 1996
INFORMATION MEETING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 201 NORWOOD HALL 6-9 PM
ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEWING W ITH CARGI LL ENCOURAGED TO ATIEND

Company: GE Lamp Plant
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview : 11 / 14
Majors: CER MECH ELEC
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Junior standing .
Sign-up released 10/24/95 DEADLINE 10/31 /95 SAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996

Company: VAW. Aluminum
Date of Interview: 11 /10
~ajors: MECH MET

Sign-up Method: Open

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 10/27/95 Deadline 11 /3/95 8am
Work Location : Phoenix, AZ, St. Augustine, FL
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996 -January 1996

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Date of Interview:
Majors: ELEC MECH NUCL CIVL CHE
US/ Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/26/95 - Deadline 10/27-Company not interviewing on
-campus Work Location: Burlington, Kansas
Company requires a cover letter to accompany resume & transcript.
make cover letter Attn: WCNOC Attn : David Reynolds (WCHR), PO Box
411, Burlington, KS 66839-0411. Bring to Co-op Office no later than
10/27/95. WORK SESSION SPRING & SUMMER 1996

-

Summer Employment
ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOP
Method: PRS-OPEN
P.O. Box 754, 2814 S. Go lden
Date of Interview:
Springfield , MO 65801 -0754
Mr. Duane Highley, P.E.
Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 3.150
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Summer Intern
Position Location : Springfield, MO
Deadline for submit1ing resumes : October 27

Nationally recognized property rrnnagerrent company is
seeking a Manager for 50-80 unit property in the Rolla area.

$

Excellent benefits and growth opportunity. EEOC employer.

The ideal candidate will have sorre experience in property
management, customer relation skills, and some
accounting background.
Send resume to:

Dorothy Hazard
7081 N. Shady Acres Lane
Strafford, MO 65757

KENNECOTI CORPORATION
Method: PRS-OPEN
P. O. Box 11248
Date of Interview: 11/07, 11 /08
Sa~ Lake City, UT 84147
Mr. Alan Bakke, Manager, Corporate Employ.
Majors: ELEC GEE MET MIN GEOL
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Must be at least Junior standing.
Position Available: Summer Internship
Position Locations : UT; SC; WI; NV; Alaska; WY; CO
Deadline for submit1ing resumes: October 25

$1000,'
FUNDRAiSER
F=itic:s.. Sororities &
Student Organizations.
You've Seo:n credit c:ud
~ before. but
you've never sccn the

Citiinmk fundraiscr that pays
S!5.00 per application.
Cill Donna at
l-a00-932~S28 <XL 65.
Qualified c:illen receive a

FREE C31Dera.

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! RushS.A.S.E.:
GHC, SUITE 216
1861 N.• FEDERAL HWY
HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020
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N~' FEi,iRAL ffiiY:-...suiTE 216 - -VMC ,i86i
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA ~3020

YES!

Now you can have two or the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the IWrld ...Vlsaf!l and MasterCard'"
cmla cards..:tn your name: EVEN If' YOU ARE NEW IN

I want VlSA8/MASTERCAR1J4t Credit

Caros.approved Imm=dlately.

100% GUARANTEEDI

CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 'tURNED DOWN BEFORE!

VISA'" and MasterCard& the credll caids you
descm: and need ror- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
srORES-TUlTION-ENTERTAlNMENTEMERGEOCY CASH-TlCKETS-RESTAURANTSHQTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS~EPAlRS-AND TO BUIlD YOUR CREDIT RATINOI

NAME

ADDRESS
CrIY
PHONE _ __

__to'

G"J-''''''·

s,t~C~~
~S~,!~1~':~te..

for

Free
,! No
Start

luin e
I.S.E.:
16

ffIIY

G~~~

No turn downs I
No credit checks I
No secudty depositl
SE~D THE COUPON TODAV

.STATE_ZIP _ __
S.S.# _ _ _ _ _--,,-

SIGNATURE
Non;, Ma.'aCord Is. rogtslcled lladem:ull d MaslcoOud In"'mallon.J.lnc.
VI... I•• r<gJ.lrml Ir.IIdemu1t d VlSo\ USA. Inc. and VlSo\ 1n"'","Honai

!:tll.i:mlm'jIFl;t3·jij:J.!:.i+J.'I1
YOUR CREOIl CARDS ARE \:IAIlING! c - .., '' ' ... - - - - .1 __ . . _____ _.. ____
__-'-__________________
~

'

-

~
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TRAFFIC TICKETS • D.W.I.
• COLOR PRINTS
• BLACK & WHITE PRlms
• COLOR SLIDE (E-1l PROC)
• BL & WH OARKRooM SERV.

• CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES
• DARKROOM SUPPLIES
• 1-0AY ~Efl'JIGE ON MOST
PROCESSING

Blue Lights, Big Trouble? ... not

necessarily.
Get some good advice.
Protect your legal rights and insurance premiums.

In Medi-Val;,;e Pharmacy

SPEEDING $50*
C&I
$100*
DWI(1.ST) $250*

1000 Pine str€*3! . Rolla. Missouri 65407

314-364-7077

*fines and court costs are paid to the court and

The Student Union Board Presents:

not Included In the above figures_

Steve Daniels, Attorney at Law
,'

HOLIPAY

1007 N. Pine St" Suite B6

Yw'RANCH~
Thursday, October 26, 7:30
Centennial Hall
"

1009 A Pine Street
(314) 364-5581
RPG's • Models· Trains
Magic "The Gathering" & TSR's "Spellflre"

1!41Imni~i(lIJ=kill
MAIL BOXES ETC'
. Southside Sho

Save 10% with UMR Ld.

ers World·364-0006

Joan Slimmons
'Cos1]1etologilt
Certified Skin Care
and Image Consultant

STUDENT SPECIAL
HAIRCUT $7.00

SIZZORX ANDS
Hair Designs
368·5773
113A West 7th Street
Rolla, Missouri 65401

..

November 1,

~

341-3537

Free with student ID
Do you
want to see your
name in this
blank?
Well, you can!

__ c::z:;;::=i
~:-;

Monday through Friday 9 to 6
Saturday 9 to 3
Sunday and Evenings by Appoincment

==
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Ii's Assessmen

UMR and many stud

The only qualifications require that you:
Are committed to promoting a healthy lifestyle
Communicate-effectively
Have a GPA of 2.4 or above
This is a PAID position ($5.00 per hour)
Applications are avaivable at
106 Norwood Hall
and Student Health Services
P.S. Applications are due by Friday, Nov. 10, 1995.
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The Canterbury Club of
Christ Episcopal Church
Invites you to Join them
for Evening Service
every Sunday
at 6:00PM
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